Internship/PhD ACDC with deep learning:
Super-resolution for Automatic Crater Detection and
Characterization with deep learning
Description:
This study takes place in the data deluge from the numerous space missions across the Solar
System. The project proposes to develop a tool to automatically detect and characterize the
most ubiquitous feature on planetary body: craters.
The aim is to develop a tool to define precise size and position of all craters in the scene,
whatever the illumination conditions, the type of sensor and the scale. As a second goal, the
project will have to determine the crater characteristics, such primary / secondary (ejecta
from a previous impact, not from a direct impactor), presence / absence of rays, erosion
level...
The objective of this proposal is to develop novel super-resolution methods for scientific
applications. We propose combining state-of-the-art learning-based methods with wellestablished inverse problem resolution methods to constrain learning-based methods to
physically feasible results. Current learning-based methods for super-resolution assume that
features and textures present at high-resolution are also present at low-resolution. They use
the latter to interpolate the former (Glasner, D. et al., 2009). These approaches yield
interesting results on natural images that are plausible and look good but are not scientifically
usable. They do not actually solve a deconvolution problem but use an approach similar to
inpainting and texture generation, both fast and impressive. However, high-resolution
textures are “hallucinated” and do not correspond to real data (Zhang, Yulun, et al. 2019). In
contrast, well-established super-resolution using deconvolution and inverse-problem
methods are more reliable but comparatively low-performance (Farsiu, S., et al. 2004).
We propose to build a deep-learning-based system that combines both super-resolution
approaches. One way might be to learn high-resolution patches that are physically feasible,
knowing the type of data and the characteristics of the instruments, and using larger kernels
than are typical for such applications, leveraging the computing abilities of GPUs. Possible
architecture includes so-called plug-and-play methods (Zhang, K. et al.. 2019). Our recent work
in the context of OCR for images containing text suggests that these approaches are feasible
(Robert and Talbot, 2020).

Figure 1 : Example of a region of Mars with identified craters and they label : valid means fresh
crater, ghost means crater that has been covered by a layering (such sediments or lava flows),
layered means, secondary means that it corresponds to a crater. All labels have been
attributed by expert scientist [Lagain et al., 2019].
This study will take advantage of the machine learning and deep learning libraries available as
open source to propose the most versatile and robust detection method. We propose to
develop a new tool dedicated to this task. In addition, we propose to organize a worldwide
challenge for any researcher/students as an open source strategy, in a framework called
RAMP. This platform is designed for collaborative work and gives access to the source code of
the participants (not only the results).
Such software pipeline is required to tackle fundamental questions in planetary science to
study the surface processes across the Solar System. It will be a crucial tool to precisely date
the surface and open a new era for onboard decisions on landing or targeting, to maximize
the science return of future deep space missions.

Figure 2 : Proposed workflow : The large mosaic containing the full dataset is divided into small
overlapping tiles of 224 x 224 pixels (standard dimension to be treated by convolutional neural
net on a single GPU).
Candidate requirements :
The candidate must have a engineer or master grade in machine learning/data mining or in
planetary science. Double competence in both fields will be encouraged. An excellent level of

programming skills is required (Python, linux). We expect the candidate to have a good level
of communication in English (written and oral).
Duration :
PhD : 3 years, starting from January 2022 or October 2022, possibility of an internship
Supervision :
Frédéric Schmidt, Professor, GEOPS, Univ. Paris Saclay, expert of Planetary Science and surface
processes, http://planeto.geol.u-psud.fr/spip.php?article83
Hugues Talbot, Professor, Ecole CentraleSupelec, Paris Saclay, expert in Artificial Intelligence
and computer vision, https://hugues-talbot.github.io/
François Orieux, Associate Professor, Univ. Paris-Saclay, expert of inverse problem and
bayesian approach for image processing, https://pro.orieux.fr/
Mark Bentley, Planetary Science Archive Scientist at European Space Agency,
https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/personal-profiles/mark-bentley
Location :
UMR8148 GEOPS
Bât 509, Université Paris Saclay
91405 ORSAY, FRANCE
Contact : frederic.schmidt@universite-paris-saclay.fr

